Loft Green

Resource friendly
beddings from Stendebach.

Loft Green

Comfort and responsibility hand in hand.
The new collection Loft Green is based on the need for an especially resource friendly but nevertheless highly functional bedding series. A long life cycle and the conscious decision for the usage
of premium materials are always core elements of the Stendebach brand. In addition, this series
especially focusses on the fibre-production processes.
For the raw material of the outer fabric, we choose certified organic cotton, which is processed without any optical brighteners and so is allowed to show its natural colour. As filling material, the
series contains a combination of two functional fibres, which supplement each other perfectly in
their attributes. Both fibres are produced especially resource friendly and sustainable and thereby
fulfil the high demands we make.
That is how we manage to provide ecologically responsible pillows and quilts, which have no
limitations in terms of the premium sleeping comfort known from Stendebach and the usual low
maintenance.

The sustainable
Loft Green
filling

Functionality and sustainability do not exclude each other
The filling used for the series Loft Green consists of a combinat ion of two fibres.
The Dacron® ZERO% fibre is responsible for the special stability and longevity of
the material. The biodegradable TENCEL™ fibre provides an ideal sleeping climate through its high breathability and the quality to absorb moisture and in addition reduces the growth of bacteria to an absolute minimum.

Produced with a minimum of resources
Loft Green was developed with the goal to reach best sleeping comfort and a high level of usage
in everyday live as well as minimum consumption of resources. This was finally achieved by an
ecologically progressive collection, where protection of the environment and technology go hand
in hand.

Certified organic

Resource friendly

For the outer fabric of the Loft Green line we pure naturalness on our agenda and use a certified organic cotton
without any optical brighteners, which often give beddings their shiny white colour.

Innovation can be found inside the beddings, where the
Dacron®-fibre saves 80% of carbon dioxide by the usage
of recycled raw materials. Combined with the bio-based
TENCEL™-Fibre, function and sustainability come together as one.

Enriched by handcraft

A good choice for allergy sufferers

No assembly-line work, but traditional, exclusive handcraft is the key to produce the special rectangular corner-borders, which allow a stable fitting inside the bed
linen.

The combination of raw materials with a high breathability and low-maintenance with a washability up to 60°C
provides a high level of hygiene. Thereby the beddings
are very appropriate for allergic sufferers.

Not using more than absolutely necessary
Through a resource friendly production process, the amount of carbon dioxide in the manufacturing of the new,
eco-friendly Dacron® ZERO% fibre can be reduced by around 80%. The TENCEL™ fibre especially convinces by its natural raw material. Out of cellulose, a lyocell-material is produced in an innovative process, which is exclusively made
from natural materials and thereby completely biodegradable.

The Loft Green product range
Quilts Loft Green
Ecological, functional, cosy.
The special quality of the quilts from our Stendebach series Loft
Green is the high comfort despite a production with minimum usage
of resources. For every single component the perfect material on
biodegradable basis or recycled raw materials was chosen.
Variations: Light, Medium, Warm and Combination
The secret of the Loft Green quilts lies in the mindful consideration of every detail. The outer fabric not only is made from certified organic cotton, but also comes without any optical brighteners,
which are normally standard in beddings. The last finishing step of the quilts is also not made on
production lines but on the world-bench, where the single-needle stepping and the border with
straight corner-finish is manufactured.

Pillows Loft Green
Sustainable, adaptable, easy to clean.
The pillows of the collection leave no wish unfulfilled in terms of
everyday use as well as their ecological footprint. High support
force, a long life cycle and very easy maintenance given by the removable inner pillow make the pillows an excellent choice in terms
of funtionality.
The pillows pillows also use the combination of the two high-tech funct ional fibres Dacron®
ZERO% and TENCEL™. For an ideal ergonomic adaption to every single user and his sleeping habits, the inner pillow is equipped with a zipper, th at allows a quick and easy adaption of the filling
volume. The pillow cover as well as the separate inner pillow can be washed at 60°C without any
problems in standard washing machines and are clothes-dryer safe.

Kids bedding Loft Green Kids
Cosy, easy to clean, sustainable.
The children‘s quilts and pillows are in no way inferior to their
„adult“ counterparts. For especially child-friendly sleep, the quilts
and mattresses feature moon-star quilting, which ensures even heat
distribution. For toddlers, the flat pillow with edge seam is optimal.
Variations: Light und Medium
Uncompromisingly high quality in the Loft Green Kids mattress: the same materials are used for
the outer fabric and quilted filling as for the comforter. The cover is equipped with a side climate
band for ideal climatic properties. The cold foam provides ergonomically valuable lying with different degrees of hardness of the two sides. Due to the segmentation and the transverse cavities, it
is also particularly breathable.
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